Appendix: Correlation between then number of movies playing, and n and n/G We recognize that the social system under study is extremely complex, in which many factors can in principle determine the success of a movie. Some of these factors may include competition, finiteness of resources for advertising, imitation vs. resistance vs. resilience in the public, or fashion waves. Here we briefly explore how the dynamics of the attendance is affected by the competition between movies. To this end, we extract from the data set the number of movies playing as a function of the calendar week and, for each movie, we calculate the average total number of movies N playing during the first four weeks since its opening week. Figure S11a shows n vs. N for the whole Exogenous class. The negative correlation we find between these variables can be interpreted as being the result of movies competing for audiences, as would be expected. We can then ask what the effect of competition on the effectiveness of recommendations is. In figure S11b, we plot n/G vs. N. in which we observe again a negative correlation. In turn, this can be interpreted as a dilution of the strength of a recommendation for larger movie supplies. This can be rationalized by the fact that two acquaintances recommending strongly two different movies will have a diminishing influence per movie, given the movie goers' constraints of limited time, money or desire to be entertained. Using simultaneously the information about the expected N and G (among other factors to be potentially studied) would certainly yield better predictions for the branching ratio than the one presented in figure 3a . We stress, however, that the evidence drawn from our analysis strongly suggests the main conclusion that a cascade of recommendations and attendances takes place in this social system, as shown by their dynamic signatures in the weekly revenue. This is our main result. Further studies about the influence of other potential factors on the branching ratio would be of great interest. Figure S11 . a) Branching ratio n as a function of N, the average total number of movies playing during the first four weeks of the target movie since its opening week. b) n/G vs. N, suggesting a negative effect of movie supply on the strength of recommendations. Solid lines depict the corresponding first principal component axis.
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